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A few important studies exist on early Chinese Buddhist monastic regulations, especially 

Chan codes and Rules of Purity of the Tang and Song periods1. These studies have shown that, 

contrary to the auto-representation of the Chan school as a unique and distinctive tradition, its early 

regulations did not represent a radical rupture with received monastic practices and mainstream 

Chinese Buddhism, nor markers of institutional independence. As I hope to demonstrate, monastic 

codes remain a fundamental resource to understand the evolution of Chinese Buddhism in modern 

and contemporary times. In this study, I will provide an overview of the regulations (guiyue 规约 or 

zhidu 制度) that are nowadays in use in public monasteries in the People’s Republic of China, and I 

will trace their evolution since the end of the Imperial period. I will emphasize how these codes 

have accompanied the recent transformation of Buddhism in China, while remaining strongly 

anchored in the received tradition. Thanks to their greater flexibility compared to other disciplinary 

regulations such as prātimokṣa and Bodhisattva precepts, monastic codes represent the device by 

which Chinese Vinaya can quickly respond to social, political and economic changes. At the same 

time, they conveniently reflect the internal transformations of Buddhist institutional practices, and 

the external sociopolitical demands to which Buddhism is subjected and reacts. This study is based 

on both textual evidence and fieldwork. 

 
I. Introduction 

Right after the introduction of the first, fragmentary Indian Vinayas (jielü)2 to China, 

Chinese clergy began in the fourth century to compose sangha regulations (senggui) specifically 

suited to indigenous monastic life3. Starting from the sixth century, monks belonging to Chinese Lü 

and Tiantai schools also produced regulatory codes. The composition of Rules of Purity (qinggui), 

especially designed for monastic communities of the Chinese Chan school, followed shortly, 

although their first extant version, the Rules of Purity for the Chan Monastery (Chanyuan qinggui), 

only dates back to the beginning of the twelfth century. As a few studies have demonstrated, these 

early Chinese regulations all share a rich inheritance from the Vinaya: it appears that “despite the 

existence of different schools, early models of monastic practice were nearly universal”4.  
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While the Chan tradition did not represent (as it claimed) a radical rupture with received 

monastic practices and contemporary mainstream Buddhism, it did set the standard of monastic 

regulations: the Chanyuan qinggui became the prototype of Chinese monastic codes created during 

the Song and Yuan dynasties, extending his far-reaching influence to Japan5. From the fourteenth to 

the early nineteenth century, this reference work was supplanted by another equally influential 

Chan code, the Imperial edition of Baizhang’s rules of purity (Chixiu Baizhang qinggui)6, compiled 

between 1335 and 1338. As I will show, Chan authority in the domain of monastic regulations has 

remained intact in modern times, as yet another Chan code based on the previous ones, has became 

the source of monastic codes created both in the Republican period (1912-1949), and in 

contemporary times: this is the Baizhang’s Pure Rules with orthodox commentary (Baizhang 

qinggui zhengyi ji 百丈清規證義記), composed at the beginning of the nineteenth century. The 

monastic regulations most widely known at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the 

twentieth century – that is, the codes of the “four large Chan public monasteries of the south-east” (

禅宗东南四大丛林)7 – equally belonged to the Chan school, and the same can be said of one of the 

most comprehensive codes compiled since the end of the Cultural Revolution on the basis of 

previous materials, the “Etiquette and regulations of the Cloud Dwelling (Yunju yigui 雲居儀規)” 

in two fascicles8. 

While regulations for private monasteries also did and do exist, in this study I will only 

consider Republican and contemporary regulations composed for public monasteries (shifang 

conglin)9, large and small, and of Chan and Tiantai traditions, that is, the two Chinese schools 

sharing a long and distinctive history in the composition of monastic codes10. It will appear that in 

modern and contemporary times, as it was already the case in the remote past,11 codes are compiled 

to suit the needs of individual monasteries rather than depending on sectarian affiliation12. 

Generally speaking, public monasteries are considered the property of the Buddhist 

monastic community as a whole, and not of a particular monastic lineage or tonsure family. 

Therefore, monks residing in public monasteries cannot alienate their possessions (land, antiquities, 

etc.) in any way, and restrictions also apply to the appointment of theirs abbots (see below). 

Moreover, they are supposed to provide food and shelter to any Buddhist pilgrim, be he a lay 

devotee or an itinerant monk. Chinese public monasteries are structured according to a hierarchy 

having the abbot (zhuchi or fangzhang)13 on top, monks occupying a variable number of offices 

(zhishi)14 in the middle, and the “pure community” (qingzhong) of resident monks at the bottom. 

Nowadays, the essential frame of monastic life in public monasteries revolves around two 

mandatory (at least in theory) religious activities: morning and evening devotions (zaowanke), and 

the two formal meals (guotang)15. Additional religious practice and activities depend on the specific 
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tradition to which every monastery belongs and on the choices of its abbot,16 and may reflect in 

each monastery’s consequent regulations. For example, besides a schedule for collective work 

(chupo), a Chan public nunnery such as the Dajinshan Monastery in Fuzhou (Jiangxi) also has a 

meditation hall where daily meditation sessions, as well as winter and summer meditation weeks, 

are conducted, and which is regulated by a specific set of rules. However, aside from rules linked to 

sectarian affiliation and practices, all public monasteries have at least one basic set of rules destined 

to regulate the cohabitation of the resident community (changzhu) and called “Rules for abiding 

together” (gongzhu guiyue).  

Monastic codes are intended to supplement Vinaya prātimokṣa rules and the bodhisattva 

precepts, and are considered by the Chinese sangha as legitimately belonging to the family of 

Vinaya regulations. According to Zhiru, the abbot of the Tiantai monastery Dabeiyuan in Tianjin, 

guiyue represent the jielü of a specific place and time. When and where do monks get acquainted 

with them? As it was probably already the case in the past, nowadays a monk learns monastic rules 

(as well as etiquette, yishi 儀式) at successive moments in his life. The tonsure master will teach 

them to him when he is a practitioner and/or a postulant (行者), then a novice (shami). The subject 

will also be touched upon during the one month of teaching and instructions that he will receive at 

the moment of ordination (戒场上)17. As soon as a monk will integrate the resident community of a 

monastery, he will undergo a period of adaptation, during which an experienced member of the 

resident community will train him, and he will also learn by imitating others. If and when a monk 

will go practicing and studying (参学) in another monastery, he will have to learn local rules by 

again imitating its resident clergy; according to Chinese monks, to learn customs and traditions of 

different monasteries, including their specific rules and regulations, is indeed the veritable meaning 

of canxue. Sometimes, comprehensive monastic codes are part of the curricula of the Institutes of 

Buddhist Studies18. At Bailin Chan monastery in Shijiazhuang (Hebei), a “living meeting” (生活会) 

is also held twice a month on the day after the collective recitation of the precepts (songjie)19, 

during which the gongzhu guiyue are openly read. This practice is not at all new:  as we learn from 

the Baizhang’s Pure Rules with orthodox commentary, guiyue were read during monastic 

assemblies for tea called “Open Tea Session” (pucha), to which the participation of the community 

was formally required.20 

In most though not all Chinese monasteries, gongzhu guiyue are also usually hanged up in 

the ketang, often side by side with other different regulations, including of the governmental kind. 

At the nunnery Xuyun Chanlin near Shijiazhuang21, they are hung up in the refectory22, while in the 

ketang one can only find the “Standards to create ‘armonious/integrated temples, monasteries and 

churches’” (hexie ‘和谐寺观教堂’ 创建标准)23. To mention another example, besides gongzhu 
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guiyue, five more sets of regulations are hung up in the ketang of the Tiantai Zhanshan Monastery 

in Qingdao, respectively clarifying how to accomplish work in the ketang (‘青岛市湛山寺客堂工

作制度’), how to manage monks arriving to the monastery (‘来寺僧人管理办法’), how to deal 

with fire-fighting (‘青岛市湛山寺消防管理制度’) and public security in the monastery (‘湛山寺

治安管理规定’), and how monks can ask for leave (‘湛山寺僧众请锁假管理制度’).  

 

II. New typologies of monastic regulations in the twentieth century and beyond  

Since the end of the nineteenth century, Chinese Buddhism has known a few important 

institutional innovations,24 all of which have had an impact on monastic regulations.  

As I have shown in a previous essay,25 entirely new types of monastic sets of rules were 

developed in the Republican period in order to regulate new institutions that came to be annexed to 

Buddhist monasteries in China, especially Buddhist seminaries for monks. Two examples of 

surviving regulations are the Provisional rules for the Buddhist school of the Zhanshan monastery 

in Qingdao (‘青岛湛山寺佛教学校暂行规则’)26, composed around 1935 by Tiantai Master Tanxu 

倓虛 (1875–1963)27; and the set of regulations composed in 1930 by Chan Master Xuyun 虛雲 (ca. 

1864–1959)28 for the Institute of Buddhist Studies at the Yongquan Monastery in Gushan (‘Fujian 

Gushan foxueyuan zhangcheng’)29. Another new kind of institution, which has not continued to the 

present day, were Buddhist farms: in the 1940s, Xuyun also composed a set of regulations for the 

Dajue Farm on mount Yunmen in Guangdong30. 

Besides Buddhist seminaries for monks, two more fundamental institutional innovations 

having their roots in the first half of the twentieth century, have come to a full maturity in the post-

Mao era: these are national Buddhist organizations, and the growing role of the Buddhist laity. 

These two institutions both have in impact on current monastic regulations.  

National Buddhist organizations were established in China since 1912. However, their 

relationship with the political power has greatly evolved during the twentieth century, and it is only 

since the 1990s that one of them has begun to formulate regulations (gongzhu guiyue) that all 

Chinese Buddhist monasteries are compelled to observe. During the Republican period, different 

Buddhist associations struggled to obtain political recognition as nationwide organizations 

representing Buddhists of the entire country, a recognition that until 1947 was denied to them on the 

basis of the principles of politics-religion separation and of freedom of association31. The situation 

radically changed after the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, as the Communist 

government itself endorsed the establishment of the Buddhist Association of China (Zhongguo 

fojiao xiehui 中國佛教協會, BAC) in 1953 in order to facilitate the control and instrumentalization 
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of Buddhism. The BAC, recognized as the only legal institution representing all Buddhists in 

China, has been revived after the end of the Cultural Revolution. In 1993, this association has 

published the “General rules for abiding together in Buddhist monasteries of Chinese tradition of 

the entire country” (全国汉传佛教寺院共住规约通则, translated in the appendix) in fourteen 

entries – one entry was added when they were revised in 2006. These rules have been composed by 

the BAC team working within the department in charge of religious regulations, the same dealing 

every year, among other things, with the regulations for precept transmission in the country. Every 

Chinese monastery selects a few entries from the “General rules for communal living in Buddhist 

monasteries of Chinese tradition of the entire country” issued by the BAC, then it adds other rules 

in order to “personalize” its monastic code. 

Buddhism has always been subjected to State control in Imperial China. The Imperial State 

controlled the ordination process, the election of abbots in public monasteries, the mobility of 

travelling monks, and it sanctioned any infraction of state regulation in monastic life. As it is the 

case today, monks were subjected to the same laws than other citizens. Therefore, monastic codes 

in China were (and are) not only intended to complement Vinaya prātimokṣa rules and the 

bodhisattva precepts, but also the legal rules imposed by the secular authorities. We know for 

example that the monastic code Chanyuan qinggui was supplemented by the Song edit ‘Qingyuan 

tiaofa shilei’, which deals with the fee that postulants had to pay in order to obtain a tonsure 

certificate and the monks’ annual registration fee, bureaucratic policies regulating travel, the 

procedure that monks had to follow in order to obtain a travel permit and an extension of this 

permit, the procedure for gaining entrance to a monastery, the sale of master titles certificates, the 

conversion of private monasteries to public, etc. Many of these procedures are echoed in the text of 

the Chanyuan qinggui itself.32 However, it appears that in contemporary China, the State has found 

the way to infiltrate the Vinaya itself by extending his power over monastic codes. As a set of 

monastic rules issued by a national Buddhist organization that also nominally plays the role of a 

State agency, the “General rules for abiding together in Buddhist monasteries of Chinese tradition 

of the entire country” can be considered as a new typology of monastic regulations having emerged 

at the end of the twentieth century.  

Set of rules for engaged laypeople (jushi) permanently residing in public Buddhist 

monasteries can be considered a second entirely new typology of disciplinary codes having 

appeared in the twenty-first century. Lay Buddhist groups focusing on the reading of the scriptures 

or on the liberation of animals have always existed in imperial China. During the Republican era, a 

new typology of lay Buddhist organizations emerged, especially (although not uniquely) in 

Shanghai. They represented a fundamental innovation in that they combined “many previously 
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distinct types of institutions and activities into an integrative organizational framework”33, laying 

the foundations of an organizational model that is still current today, especially in Hong Kong and 

Taiwan34. These societies were autonomous from both the Buddhist clergy and the state in the 

organization and financing of their wide range of religious and social welfare activities. Many of 

these activities took place in their “places of practice” (daochang 道場) or “householder groves” 

(jushilin). The very existence of these sites, where a great variety of religious devotional practices 

previously restricted to monasteries were conducted, accounts as one innovative feature of this kind 

of societies. Other innovations are to be found in the modern administrative model, and in the 

modern methods and scope of their undertakings. While being formally independent from the 

Buddhist monastic order, these societies entertained a close relationship with the clerical elites: 

besides exerting a considerable influence over the orientations and the decisions of its committee, 

the Buddhist clergy maintained above all its monopoly over liturgy and was entrusted with almost 

all the ritual activities of these societies inside and outside their premises.  

On the other hand, laymen and laywomen have always resided at Buddhist monasteries in 

China, representing a sort of personnel (nowadays often, although not always, salaried) that 

performs minor duties – such as cleaning, cooking and driving the monks around – associated with 

the day-to-day running of the temple or with the organization of particular events. 

These two patterns have nowadays somehow conflagrated in a new model that, while it is 

not very widespread yet, nonetheless exists in a few important monasteries in China. At the 

Longquan si near Beijing, a monastery built and directed by the current President of the BAC 

Xuecheng, engaged laymen and laywomen not only are full-fledged members of the resident 

community, but they also outnumber monastics by two thirds: in the summer of 2017, the resident 

community (changzhu 常住) of the Longquan si counted a hundred monks and some three hundred 

laypeople35. Laypeople live, eat and practice in separate buildings than the clergy, forming in fact a 

second community within the monastery36. However, they have all received the five precepts37, they 

work with the monks without receiving any retribution, and are entirely supported by the monastery 

just as the resident clergy38. Although many of them train to become monks and could therefore be 

assimilated to postulants (xingzhe or chuxingzhe), there is no obligation for them to enter the 

Buddhist order. This new segment of the resident community also has to be regulated by the 

Vinaya, therefore, special rules for abiding together (jushi guiyue) have been formulated for them. 

These rules account as a new typology of monastic regulations having emerged in contemporary 

times; see for example the “Rules for laypeople permanently residing at the public Yuanjue 

Monastery”, in Shandong (圆觉寺常住丛林居士规约, translated in the appendix).  
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III. New contents of monastic regulations in the twentieth century and beyond 

III.1 An oversimplification of monastic codes? 

A few of the abovementioned regulations hanged in the ketang of the Tiantai Zhanshan 

Monastery in Qingdao, including those clarifying how to deal with fire-fighting, are called zhidu or 

guanli zhidu 管理制度. Interestingly enough, this same appellation is nowadays most currently 

used than guiyue to refer to monastic codes39. According to monastic representatives I have 

interviewed in this sense, this is because guiyue is too much a “learned”, technical term, and many 

monks do not have enough culture to understand what it refers to. This is not the only 

“simplification” observable in the domain of monastic regulations in contemporary times. Anyone 

who has leafed through the Chanyuan qinggui or the Chixiu Baizhang qinggui is aware of the 

degree of details available for every procedure that is described in these texts. Although their length 

greatly varies depending on each monastery’s identity and organization,40 the codes of rules that 

have survived from the Republican period also seem to be more comprehensive in scope, and more 

concerned with religious practice, than the ones used in nowadays in China.  

At least a few Republican codes were quite extended in scope, and especially those of the 

“four large Chan public monasteries of the south-east”, to which the code for Gaomin monastery in 

Jiangsu belongs. Called the “Regulations for the four quarters of the Chan forest” (禪林四寮規約), 

this code was composed in 193241 by Chan Master Laiguo 來果 (1881–1953), who directed 

Gaomin for more than thirty years starting from 1919. The code consists of 5 volumes for a total of 

998 pages: two volumes for the Abbot’s quarters 丈室規約 (describing day by day activities from 

the first to the twelfth lunar month), one volume for the Meditation hall 禪堂規約, one volume for 

the Guest department 客堂規約 in charge of guests and of everyday activities, one volume for the 

Business office 庫房規約 in charge of the monastery’s supplies. If this might be considered an 

extreme example, it shall be noticed that even simple gongzhu guiyue of the Republican period, 

such as the Perpetual Register of Yunqi Monastery42 (in Yunnan province) in thirty-nine entries, 

composed by Xuyun around 1930, were quite comprehensive in scope. However briefly, this text 

touches upon offices and positions (especially the position of abbot), administrative procedures 

(concerning affiliated temples, monks’ sickness and death, the monastery’s land and stupas), and 

above all, upon many aspects of regular religious practice, such as the annual transmission and the 

collective bimonthly recitation of the precepts, meditations weeks, sealed confinement, celebrations 

on Qingming festivals and on commemorative dates for the monastery’s patriarchs and former 

abbots, etc. The thirty-three rules of the gongzhu guiyue formulated around 1935 by Tiantai master 

Tanxu for his newly built Zhanshan Monastery in Qingdao also touch on different matters of 
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everyday religious practice and communal life, and on more essential aspects such as the 

transmission of abbotship43. Separate rules were also formulated by this master to describe the 

abbot’s responsibilities and obligations as the leader of the monastic community44. As I have shown 

elsewhere, in the first half of the twentieth century monastic codes were also composed to counter 

well-identified problems in specific institutions.45  

The 1998 “Etiquette and regulations of the Cloud Dwelling (Yunju yigui 雲居儀規)” in two 

fascicles accounts nowadays as a relic of unrealistic complexity according to many monks I have 

interviewed. As far as “procedures” (yigui 儀規) are concerned, the abbot of the Bailin Monastery 

Minghai, affirms they have written many new procedures for the offering of lamps, the offering of 

tea, the consecration of images, the conferral of refuges to laymen etc.46, all “quick and simple as 

people like them to be today”; however, they have not edited them yet. In fact, the same is true for 

monastic regulations. Today, public monasteries in China do have separate rules for the meditation 

hall or the guest department, however, they rarely display or edit and publish them, and when they 

do, they altogether fill in a thin booklet (see the booklet published for internal circulation by 

Dabeiyuan in 2001 and currently under revision). Many monasteries only rely on gongzhu guiyue, 

as it was probably also the case during the Republican period. However, contemporary gongzhu 

guiyue usually consist of some ten to twenty-five entries detailing almost exclusively the 

disciplinary rules entraining expulsion from the monastic community. That is, they take the very 

essence of gongzhu guiyue, without integrating it with any other regulation pertaining to religious 

practice.47 

 

III.2 Gongzhu guiyue 

According to Zhiru, the codes of the Dabeiyuan were composed not by he himself in the 

quality of abbot, but as a collective enterprise; the rules are periodically revised in order to counter 

problems that repeatedly occur, and updated to keep up with the changing times. To mention an 

example related to the rules of the guest department, if monks of the Dabeiyuan could previously 

only ask for a two weeks leave in a year, it is now possible for them to ask for one month leave 

every year, moreover, this leave can be taken in three separate occasions so that they might go to 

canxue, to revere their tonsure’s master and to find their family.  

According to the data gathered during my fieldwork, Buddhist nunneries in China do not 

have specific guiyue; rather, they employ the same codes in use at the male monasteries to which 

they are linked at different degrees48.    

As far as the content of monastic codes is concerned, in the present study I will only 

consider gongzhu guiyue, the basic set of rules destined to regulate the cohabitation of the resident 
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community in every monastery in China. After comparing different sets of gongzhu guiyue 

implemented in public monasteries both large and small, for monks and nuns, of the Chan and 

Tiantai schools, in the Republican and contemporary periods, as well as the “General rules for 

communal living in Buddhist monasteries of Chinese tradition of the entire country” issued by the 

BAC, it appears that most of the entries in all these codes derive, either verbatim or with small 

changes, from one single source: the gongzhu guiyue in twenty-seven entries contained in the 

extended work Baizhang’s Pure Rules with orthodox commentary (Baizhang qinggui zhengyi ji 百

丈清規證義記) in nine volumes, composed in 1823 by Chan monk Yirun 儀潤 (d.u.) of the Zhenji 

Monastery in Hangzhou49.  

Only four out of the fifteen rules of the “General rules for abiding together in Buddhist 

monasteries of Chinese tradition of the entire country” issued by the BAC can be considered new. 

These are: 

 
1) Monastics of every temple must abide by the constitution and the law, implement related 
policies, love their country and their religion, consider the temple as their home, diligently 
cultivate the three disciplines50, and scrupulously observe the six harmonies. Transgressors 
will be expelled from the community. 

 
2) [Monastics of] each and every temple must carefully comply with the Buddhist system, 
purely abide by the precepts, carefully protect from ridicule and suspicion, conduct 
themselves with dignity and self-respect, and maintain a dignified monastic deportment. 
Violators of fundamental major precepts will be expelled from the monastery.  
 
14) In accordance with the Buddhist system, the resident community supports all monks 
living at the temple; when monks are weakened by age, the resident community cares for 
them; when monks are sick, the resident community provide cure to them; when monks pass 
away, the resident community cremate them; [therefore], monk’s heritages return in 
possession of the resident community.  
 
15) [Monks must] preserve the solemnity of the temple’s halls, keep the environment quite 
and clean, and their private rooms neat and tidy; [they must] protect the cultural relics of the 
temple, and pay attention to fire and theft. 
 

The sentence “violators of fundamental major precepts will be expelled from the monastery” 

is drawn from the “Baizhang’s Pure Rules with orthodox commentary”, and the fourteenth rule, 

added in 2006, can be considered only partially new, as references to the fact that monks’ 

possessions must return to the resident community are to be found in Republican codes already51. 

But the fact that this rules has been added when these rules were revised in 2006 is meaningful: it 

suggests that lay families were more and more often claiming the considerable wealth that some 

monks had the possibility to accumulate in the previous decades. Therefore the only rules that can 

be considered entirely new are the first, stipulating the preeminence of policy over religion, and the 
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last one, which mentions ecology, cultural heritage and security measures. If the eleven remaining 

rules are drawn from previous materials, their vocabulary resent the Maoist tone: instead of being 

“expelled from the monastery after being punished (罰已出院)” as in the “Baizhang’s Pure Rules 

with orthodox commentary”, in the rules issued by the BAC, transgressors shall “undergo criticism 

and education (应批评教育); if they not amend despite repeated admonition, they will be expelled 

from the community”. 

If we now consider the gongzhu guiyue of a large Chan public monastery such as the Bailin 

si in Hebei (translated in the appendix), we see that the overwhelming majority52 of the twenty-

three rules are directly or indirectly copied from the “Baizhang’s Pure Rules with orthodox 

commentary”; most of these rules have been copied verbatim, sometimes with a few characters 

added, while a few of them have been transcribed in the rephrasing of the BAC or in the rephrasing 

that can be found in Chan and Tiantai Republican codes. Three rules are copied from the Bac’s 

“new” rules. The only original rule contained in the monastic code of the Bailin si describes the 

system of the monastery (see below). Roughly the same “borrowing” proportion, and from the same 

sources, can be found in the rules of Tiantai Dabeiyuan, as well as in the gongzhu guiyue of most 

contemporary monasteries.  

Many of the rules drawn from the “Baizhang’s Pure Rules with orthodox commentary” can 

also be found in Chan and Tiantai Republican codes. There are a few differences, however. One 

major difference concerns food: the prohibitions about eating after noon and cooking and/or eating 

separate meals or snacks, which Republican codes drew from the “Baizhang’s Pure Rules with 

orthodox commentary”,53 have disappeared in contemporary regulations. This may reflect a change 

in the lives of the clergy, monkhood having nowadays become for many monks a stressful, full-time 

job or even career, and a one that requires a greater supply of material nourishment. Another rule 

that we find both in the “Baizhang’s Pure Rules with orthodox commentary” and in Republican 

codes, but that has disappeared in contemporary ones, concerns economic transparency: in the past, 

gongzhu guiyue stipulated that possessions, expenditure and income of the resident community 

must be registered and calculations publicly made on the first day of the lunar month54. What is 

more, the list of transgressions has nowadays been updated in order to integrate “modern” practices. 

If the prohibition to smoke already appears in the “Baizhang’s Pure Rules with orthodox 

commentary” as a later addiction, besides eating meat, fish and eggs, drinking alcohol and smoking, 

the fifth entry of the Bailin monastery’s code also includes “watching shows or movies, reading 

obscene books and publications, playing cards or chess, gambling, singing or listening to popular 

songs” among the transgressions entailing expulsion from the monastery. The reference to 

“watching shows” is somehow curious, as today one can see monks themselves perform shows in 
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many Buddhist monasteries in China. The eleventh entry of the Dabeiyuan’s code also forbids 

monks “to read or possess obscene publications that harm the aspiration for enlightenment, to study 

heterodox doctrines and sorcery, to practice to other people fortune-telling, physiognomy, 

divination and medicine, and to read geomancy”, that is, to engage in practices that are considered 

“superstitious” by the Communist party. 

 

IV. Institutional continuities: hereditary tendencies in public monasteries 

As Yifa has skillfully shown, many practices and procedures contained in the Chanyuan 

qinggui, and dating back to the Indian Vinaya and the Chinese Vinaya school, are still current in 

contemporary Chinese Buddhist monasteries: among these, mealtime rituals such as chanting before 

meals and the five contemplations, the use of the surname Shi, the reception of the ten novice 

precepts, the monastic order of precedence based on number of years since ordination, etc. In this 

study, I would like to highlight a different kind of continuity characterizing Chinese Buddhist 

monasteries since the end of the Imperial period, a kind that does not concern religious practices 

and procedures, but the institutional system instead. This is the tendency of public monasteries in 

China to gradually become “hereditary” (private) or Dharma-transmission monasteries, that is, to 

fall under the control of monastic families based on tonsure and/or Dharma transmission. As I will 

show, this tendency has nowadays evolved into a somewhat new institutional model, that is, 

“tonsure Dharma monasteries”.  

Since the end of the Qing dynasty, Chinese Buddhist monasteries belong to three different 

institutional systems, depending on the procedures for choosing their abbot. In public monasteries, 

the abbot is publicly chosen “on the basis of merit” (chuanxian 傳賢), the only restriction being that 

candidates cannot be tonsure disciples of the retiring abbot. In the understanding of the Chinese 

Buddhist clergy, a monastery can be defined as “hereditary” on the basis of two main aspects: first, 

the current abbot is the tonsure disciple of the previous one, that which usually also entails that the 

monastery’s resident community counts a large (if not prevailing) number of tonsure disciples of 

the abbot; and, second, while they might be allowed to take temporary residence in the monastery 

(guadan), monks coming from the outside are not allowed to permanently integrate the resident 

community. In Dharma-transmission monasteries, a system somewhat in-between the two previous 

ones, and which was very widespread during the Republican period, the abbacy is passed down 

through the lineage of the monastery’s Dharma family. The institutional system to which Chinese 

Buddhist monasteries belong is openly indicated by the direction of the sword in Weituo’s statue at 

the entrance (horizontal in public monasteries, vertical in hereditary ones), as well as by the 

direction of the wooden fish (pointing to the outside in public monasteries, to the inside in 
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hereditary ones). 

As I have shown in a previous work devoted to a Republican code, many monastic 

regulations were composed across the centuries to counter hereditary tendencies in public 

monasteries, and gongzhu guiyue often contained rules destined to regulate, on one side, Dharma 

transmissions and the conferral of tonsure at public monasteries, and, on the other side, the public 

election of abbots. The reversion from a public to a hereditary system occurs when, having begun to 

receive tonsure disciples, the abbot allows them to live at the monastery until they become the 

majority of monks and monopolizing the monastery’s material resources.  

In Imperial China, the tonsure of novices was permitted in public monasteries, however the 

abbot alone was entitled to perform it. This was to avoid the creation of factions based on tonsure 

within the monastery. In his code Tianzhusi shifang zhuchi yi (Rules of the Abbacy in the Tianzhu 

Public Monastery), Tiantai monk Zunshi stipulated during the Song dynasty that “the abbot is the 

only one with the authority to tonsure postulants; no other member is allowed”55. We find a similar 

rule in the gongzhu guiyue of the 1823 “Baizhang’s Pure Rules with orthodox commentary”: 

“Regarding the conferral of tonsure in a public monastery, the ancient prohibitory regulation 

stipulating that only the abbot can confer them will be observed. Monks of the community must 

absolutely not individually accept [tonsure disciples]; in case of transgression, both the master and 

his disciple will be expelled from the monastery”. This rule is also rephrased in the appendix 

consecrated to tonsure disciples.56  

During the Republican period, tonsure in public monasteries was altogether proscribed by 

most monastic codes. This was to avoid malpractices deriving from monastic kinship jeopardizing a 

system that is public by its nature and thus open to the entire Buddhist community. Consider for 

example the rule contained in the Qing code of Jinshan and reproduced in the 1943 code of Yunmen 

Monastery (in Guangdong): “Monks who privately accept disciples, and break the harmony [of the 

community], will be expelled from the monastic community”. Consider also the second entry of 

Tanxu’s code for the Zhanshan Monastery: “As far as the abbot of the present monastery is 

concerned, it is decided that he will be chosen through the public selection of the worthy; he will 

not accept tonsure disciples, nor he will focus on the transmission of Dharma to disciples”57. 

Interestingly enough, in its rule describing the system of the monastery, the code of the 

Bailin si tosses aside the Republican prohibition about accepting tonsure disciples in a public 

monastery, and restores the Imperial custom by explicitly citing the “Baizhang’s Pure Rules with 

orthodox commentary”: 

The present monastery follows the ancient system ‘Regarding the conferral of tonsure in a 
public monastery, the ancient prohibitory regulation stipulating that only the abbot can 
confer them will be observed. Monks of the community must absolutely not individually 
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accept [tonsure disciples]; in case of transgression, both the master and his disciple will be 
expelled from the monastery’. Accordingly, the abbot represents the monastic community in 
receiving tonsure and lay disciples; the monastic community will be responsible for their 
investigation, moral edification58, reception59, and control. Instructors of the meditation hall, 
monks occupying positions, as well as the pure community are not allowed without any 
exception to accept tonsure and lay disciples. Transgressors will be expelled form the 
resident community. 
 

In effect, the same is true nowadays for a majority of public monasteries in China, where 

tonsures are usually conferred by the abbot and take place not within the monastery itself, but in its 

sub-temples60. According to the abbess of Dajinshan si, her monastery, which counts some three 

hundred residents including the nuns and the students of the Institute of Buddhist studies, would not 

be able to grow without the conferral of tonsure. Minghai, the abbot of the Bailin si, affirms that 

after the passing away of the previous abbot Jinghui, he has pondered this matter for a while before 

deciding to confer tonsures. One notable exception to this custom is represented by the Tiantai 

Dabeiyuan, which still conforms to the Republican principle both in principle and in practice61:  

 
This is a public monastery of the ten directions, nobody is allowed to tonsure disciples in a 
private capacity62 inside the monastery; transgressors will be expelled from the resident 
community. With the exception of the abbot, nobody is allowed to confer the three refuges 
and the five precepts to believers; transgressors will be expelled from the resident 
community. 

 
Besides prohibiting tonsure altogether, Zhiru performs twice a year a ceremony for the 

collective conferral of refuges (guiyi 皈依) to laypeople (videos); this is to avoid laypeople’s 

competition based on the degree of eminence of their refuge master (abbot, monks occupying 

important positions in the monastery, ordinary monks, etc.). When I asked what does he do when 

postulants go to him with the intention of entering the Buddhist monastic order, he said that every 

time this happened in the past, he recommended them to other monasteries, such as Chan Bailin si 

or Tiantai Zhangshan si.  

While private Dharma transmissions were allowed in public monasteries both during 

Imperial and Republican periods, monastic codes unanimously forbid the transmission of abbotship 

to the abbot’s Dharma disciples rather than to the most eligible member in the community, in order 

to avoid Dharma transmission to become an institutional practice. Consider this excerpt from the 

Yuan dynasty Pure Rules of Baizhang Revised Under Imperial Edict (Chixiu baizhang qinggui):  

 
“Therefore, care must be taken to avoid corrupting influences from officials who sometimes 
organize as a cabal in order to retain their status by appointing someone who is from the 
same native province or is related in the Dharma lineage, rather that selecting a person of 
authentic insight and virtue. These people seek to monopolize the position of abbot through 
insidious methods of influence, bribery, and scheming. Such cases set a temple on the path 
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of decline by further corrupting its system. It cannot be emphasized strongly enough that 
one must refrain from this kind of activity. To repeat, one must refrain from this kind of 
activity.”63 
 

As far as the Republican period is concerned, see for example the first entry of the 1942 

code composed by Tiantai master Xingci 興慈 (1881–1950)64 for the Fazang Monastery in 

Shanghai: 

 
‘Concerning the system, from now on this shall be a public monastery choosing its abbots 
by selection of the worthy; therefore, the two branches of Dharma disciples that I Xingci 
have already established will not be allowed to take over the abbotship.’65  
 

Two rules are devoted to this topic in Xuyun’s 1930 code for the Yunqi Monastery in 

Yunnan; one of these stipulates that “the two groups of heirs represented by the abbot’s tonsure and 

Dharma disciples must not arrogantly claim credit over and monopolize the resident community, 

transforming the monastery into a Dharma or hereditary one. All property is publicly owned and, 

with the exception of personal belongings, it must absolutely not be seized”66. Consider also the 

second entry of Tanxu’s code for the Zhanshan Monastery, translated above. Tanxu also devoted to 

this issue one long essay “Transmitting the Dharma without transmitting the abbotship”67.  

Today, the selection of abbots on the basis of merit in public monasteries is stipulated by the 

“General rules” issued by the BAC: “Abbots will be elected according to the procedure of the 

selection of the worthy, every time for a term of office of three years; if they are reelected, they can 

continue in office.” Incidentally, the indefinite duration of an abbot’s term represent a change from 

the Republican period, when this term was limited, at least in theory, to two (or three) mandates of 

three years each68. Generally speaking, rules concerning the public procedures for the selection of 

abbots have disappeared from most contemporary codes of individual monasteries; if they do 

appear, they are often ignored. This is the case in many public monasteries I have visited in the last 

few years. The gongzhu guiyue of the Baochan monastery in Anhui is a true copy of the code issued 

by the BAC, except for the rule concerning the abbot, which is significantly absent. The codes of 

the Chan Bailin monastery, and of Tiantai Dabeiyuan and Zhanshan si, are equally silent about this 

matter. The same goes for the Dajinshan Chan public nunnery, etc.  

This is because in many public monasteries today, the current abbot is a Dharma disciple of 

the previous one, and that possessing the Dharma of the previous abbot is the necessary requisite for 

all candidates to the abbotship. More than that, besides being the Dharma disciple of the previous 

abbot, in many public monasteries today, the current abbot often also is his tonsure disciple. This is 

true, just to mention two examples, at Bailin si and at Dajinshan si. Therefore, we might say that a 
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new institutional system has become widespread in China. I define these monasteries as “tonsure 

Dharma monasteries”. 

This tendency can be ascribed to different factors, some of which are inherent to the Chinese 

tradition. Above all, I shall mention the importance of family and family lineages (jiazu 家族), of 

which Chinese Buddhism has since the beginning duplicated the structures by attributing a 

preeminent importance to the figure of the master, and therefore establishing “horizontal” tonsure 

and Dharma family-like relationships, as well as vertical tonsure and Dharma lineages. Not only 

Chinese monks have compiled zongpu 宗譜69  of Dharma lineages on the model of family 

genealogies (jiapu 家譜), but the very existence of guiyue regulations is not surprising in a country 

where, starting at least from the Song dynasty, family rules (jiagui 家规) have provided guidelines 

to build the Confucian family model. Just as monastic guiyue, family rules were to be personalized 

by each household on the basis of illustrious examples70.  

Another important factor is linked to historical circumstances. After the end of the Cultural 

revolution, choices of monastic personnel were very limited, and aged abbots were compelled to 

choose monks they had personally trained to take over the abbotships of the monasteries they had 

rebuilt. However, instead of being abandoned following the steady growth of the Chinese Buddhist 

clergy, this “emergency measure” has become institutionalized. 

  


